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March 20, 2020

Dear Supporters,
 
Thank you for your continued support of our mission as our communities experience confusion, fear and a lot
of uncertainty every day. I want to assure you that we remain dedicated to serving low-income survivors and
ensuring they get the safety and protection they need during these chaotic times.
 
LACLJ will continue to provide free legal representation to survivors needing restraining orders and
other emergency family law or immigration matters. We have transitioned our work to serve clients
remotely, checking in with survivors via telephone and reassuring clients that they can continue to count on
their legal team to advocate with them. In fact, we were happy to be able to help two survivors receive their
green card approvals this week before USCIS closed!
 
Our team has also been working with community partners, including the LAPD, to ensure survivors are
protected while the courts prioritize hearings in the next few weeks. For more information about how this
pandemic is impacting survivors, check out this KQED article featuring LACLJ Director of Legal Services,
Carmen McDonald.
 
I want to thank our Board, staff, volunteers, donors, and community partners for their leadership and enduring
commitment to the survivors we serve. I am proud of our team for stepping up and being unwavering in our call
to protect the rights and safety of survivors and their families. 
 
One theme that keeps showing up for me during this time is our need for community. Thank you for
being a part of our community and part of the critical support system survivors need.
 
Sincerely,

Norayma Cabot
Executive Director

5301 Whittier Blvd, Fl 4
Los Angeles, CA 90022
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